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Introduction

When looking for places to work after completing college, an important aspect of

understanding the school environment is to compile some research on the setting and culture of

the school. This way, there will be fewer surprises when stepping into the classroom on the first

day. In order to better understand the school where I am student teaching, I have collected some

research information on what it looks like to be at this school. Information includes school

policies, student demographics, and community culture. Then I go a little deeper and get into the

art classroom and what the environment is like in there and how I would adapt my teaching to fit

the school culture more adequately.

School Location

The address of the school is 11809 W Coal Mine Ave, Littleton, CO 80127 (Summit

Ridge Middle School, n.d.). This school is located southwest of Denver, at the foothills of the

Rockies in a large suburb area. The campus is fairly open with a short chain link fence along one

side of the property line that is along a busy road. Then there is a wooden fence that is located

along the property line and is adjacent to private homes in the area.

School Policies

For the purpose of this paper, I only pulled some of the school policies that I found

problematic as many of the policies are rather standard when it comes to a middle school such as

attendance, bullying, and most of the student responsibilities. The rest of what is listed in this

section on the Summit Ridge Middle School website are procedures that feel thrown into the mix

of policies without a sense of flow or order.
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An issue I noticed in the dress code: This attire is inappropriate on school grounds,

“Exposed bellies or shirts that exposed the back.  Pants/skirts must overlap with the shirt”

(Summit Ridge Middle School, n.d.). As I have noticed so far in class, this dress code is

discriminatory to the girls in class. Most of the time when this dress code is violated, the

midsection is barely visible or only visible if the girl is leaning over or stretching. Another issue I

noticed in this section of the dress code is that “The Summit Ridge Administration has the final

determination as to whether or not a student’s attire is appropriate for school” (Summit Ridge

Middle School, n.d.). This is subjective to each administrator and has the potential to cause

discriminatory practices within the school. One final issue with the dress code is that these items

are considered disruptive to education, “These include, but are not limited to, bandannas, hats,

wallet chains, spiked necklaces, sunglasses, etc. (As determined at the discretion of the

Administration)” (Summit Ridge Middle School, n.d.). I am unsure how most of these are unsafe

for kids to wear during the school day. Depending on the administrator that decides on what is

and is not appropriate for the classroom this can also be a discriminatory practice.

Attendance: Students are allowed three tardies before getting a 15 minute detention

(Summit Ridge Middle School, n.d.). This punishment seems harsh for being a minute or two

late to class. I understand trying to get the students to be responsible about time management, but

I would have been so afraid of getting detention especially as a middle schooler.

Student Demographics

In the school, there are grades 6-8 and the total number of students is 1,019 (Niche,

2021). According to Niche (2021), 23% of students are on free or reduced lunch.

White 72.2%

Hispanic/Latino 18.2%
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Asian 5%

Multiracial 4%

African American 0.5%

Native American 0.1%

Pacific Islander 0%

This information comes from data collected in 2021 by Niche.

Community Culture

The median household income in the area is $82,986 (which is $20,000 over the national

average) (Niche, 2021). Even with this statistic, 19% of students are from low income families

according to the U.S. News & World Report (n.d.). These seem to be two conflating facts and I

could not find any information as to why this was happening, but it could be a result of the cost

of living in this area of Colorado. It just feels strange to me that the average household income is

so much higher than the national average, and yet almost one in five students are from low

income families. There may also be a large disparity between the middle class income and lower

class income in this area that are resulting in this high average household income.

Testing ranking in reading and math proficiency is higher than average for both the

district and state (U.S. News & World Report, n.d.). The students seem to not be bothered much

by the standardized testing. The preliminary tests they took lasted for a week during their

advisement class and I heard no one complaining about having to do it for a full week.

Class size average is 21:1 which is higher than the average for the district which is 18:1

(U.S. News & World Report, n.d.). This information is also surprising to me because each of the

classes that we teach are at least 25 students. Having 21 students per class would be so much
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better for classroom management. Even just from student teaching, I have noticed how

significant a difference having just a few less students per class makes.

According to Niche (2021) Summit Ridge Middle School ranks 339 of 593 of the most

diverse public middle schools in CO. With the information listed above, I see why they are so

low on this final rating of diversity. Most of the classroom environments are geared towards

white culture and standards. I understand that there are mostly white students at this school, but

having diversity training for both students and staff will be beneficial for the community as a

whole.

Classroom Environment

In the main classroom within the art room, there is a large open space for students to

work. There are eight tables with four tall stools at each table, there are two stools on each side

of the table. This room seems to have been decorated several years prior with some updates here

and there. Each of the tables has a vice attached to it at one end and there are grinders that are

attached to a cabinet along the wall. Students know to not touch those tools unless instructed for

specific purposes. There are pottery wheels in the back corner of the room that are easy to move

when needed for use. In the back of the main classroom there is a large kiln room that also serves

as a highly organized material storage space. Additionally there is another room attached to the

main room that used to be a digital art room and is now used for a copy machine and personal

food storage for the teachers in the immediate area. In the main classroom there are large

windows that face a grassy area for children to play and a fence line that divides the school

grounds from the adjoining neighborhood.

Courses Taught
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In the art classroom specifically there is 6th grade art, 7/8th grade creative sculpture, and

8th grade advanced ceramics. All of these are based in fine arts practices.

Program Details

6th grade art: This class covers art basics, focused on the elements and principles of art.

In this class students are gaining an understanding of the art room policies and procedures as

well as general conduct for the middle school setting.

7/8th grade creative sculpture: Students are learning to use a wider variety of materials

such as wood, metal, clay, and paper. There is less focus on painting/drawing skills, but instead

the focus is on practices using sculptural art tools.

8th grade advanced ceramics: In this class there is a more direct focus on clay. Throwing

on the wheel and building large clay projects are the primary lessons in this class. Students are

able to hone their skills on clay tools and techniques with very creative end products.

Classroom Policies

Within the art classroom, there are no written classroom policies that students can

reference in the day to day. These rules and expectations are located in the teacher’s “website”

which is a Google Slideshow. There seems to be a lot of overlap in the rules that could be

summed up to be easier for kids to comprehend. Some of those policies include being on time,

respect for yourself, others, and the art room, maintaining hygiene and cleanliness in the art

classroom, no food in the classroom, and no cell phone use in the classroom.

Cooperating Teacher Pedagogy

My cooperating teacher uses technology as little as possible in her classroom to ensure

the students are learning by doing. Since the pandemic started, she has had to work more on the

computer, and I think she has incorporated it more into her classroom. She has a slideshow
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presentation where she keeps her lesson plans and if students are absent, they are able to look at

her slideshow to catch up on what they missed.

In content, she concentrates on having students understand the elements and principles of

art and design. This along with the IB curriculum needs, guide her in making lesson plans. Her

lesson plans allow students to create using the same material but with whatever subject they want

to draw. This allows for student creativity, but also can cause less structure in their learning.

My Teaching Approach

Having this as background knowledge, I feel that I will be able to implement a

curriculum that will support the needs of all students. When I am teaching I want to incorporate

their lives outside of the classroom into their completed artworks. The students will get a chance

to look inward and make personal connections to the artwork they create and the artwork they

see from professional artists. The students in the art classroom will have a better understanding

of artists when I am the teacher as I plan to use different art styles as a base for teaching art. By

teaching them about those eras in art history and the artists that shaped those eras they will have

a better understanding of art history and how those artists used their life as inspiration to create.

I want to make sure that I am integrating diversity training and understanding into my

lesson plans. By using a variety of examples from artists with different backgrounds, ethnicities,

cultures, and eras of art, my students will have the background knowledge needed to understand

the reason for these artists' creations. They will also be able to empathize with a wider array of

people by understanding their backgrounds and histories. I want to create a more diverse and

inclusive art classroom where students feel comfortable using their creativity and are able to

explore the world around them.
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